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Previous results (Hajja, J. Algebra 73 (19&l), 30-36) on monomia! 
automorphisms are strengthened and the rationality of ali monomial 
automorphisms onk(x, y) is established. The relation, f certain steps in the proofs 
to a special case of a problem of Zariski on whether quasi-rationality implies 
rationality s also noted. 
LX first theorem is a generalization of a result ofGiies and uillan 
[S]. Note that if the restriction on char(k) is dropped from the hypothesis, 
then the case p = 2 is nothing but [5, Proposition 61.
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime for which the class number of the pth 
cyclotomic f eld is 1 (i.e., p < 23, [ $1) and let k be a jeld 0ve.r which ‘P - i 
splits. LetK = k(x, ..., x, ) be an extension fk *with r~~sce~de~~~e degree n
and let s be a monomial k-automorphism on K of order p, say 
s(xj) = cj Cr= l xY~~*~), mc i) E L, cj E k”. If (the (ca~o~i~~~~ images in 
k”/k”P oj) c, ,..., c, generate a cyclic group and @-char(k) fp, then K”(=lhe 
subfield of Kfixed by s) is rational (=purely tr~~s~e~de~tai) over k. 
ProoJ The proof ollows from the proof of 16, Theorem 1.3 1, a repeated 
application of Lemma 2(ii), (iii), and finally an application of Lemma 
2(iv). 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a prime and let K = k(x, ..., xPu1) be an extension of 
(the field> k of transcendence degree p - 1. Eel c,, c2 E k” and let s,) sz be 
the k-automorphisms on K defined by
sj:x,+xz-f a.* ‘Xppl --f (Cj ri xi‘:‘-I. 
(i> If (the images in k”/kQP of) ci and c2 generate the same 
subgroup of k*jk*P, then s2 = s - Is1 sfor some k-~~tomor~~~srn s of K. 
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(ii) If (the images in k*/k*P of c, and c2 belong to the same cyclic 
component of k*/k*P (generated, say, by ck*p (c E k”)), then K Ok K has 





X,+X2+‘*’ +Xpp,’ C JJ xi 3 
$1 Ok s2 : 
i=l 
Yi+Yi,O<i<p. 
(iii) If k contains a primitive pth root w of unity and if o is the k- 
automorphism onthe simple transcendental extension L = k(x) of k defined 
by o(x) = cox, then K 0, L has (over k) a base {Xl ,..., Xp-, , X} such that 
(sl @,o)(X)=X and that s, Oko: X,-X,+ -a. +Xp-,+ (cl np::Xi)-‘. 
It is also clear that L Ok L has (over k) a base {Y,, Y,} such that 
(0 Ok a>(Y,) = Yl and that (a Ok a)(Y,) = WY,. 
(iv) Denote cl and s1 (resp.) by c and s. If k contains a primitive pth
root of unity, then KS is rational over k. It is also clear that L” (as deJined in
(iii)) isrational over k. 
ProoJ (i) Let c2 = ci up (0 < r <p, u E k”) and let X. = F’,- ’ 
(u-’ JJ;:,‘sf(x,)). s inceCF-0’ T’ is a unit in L [T]/@,(T) (where 4: is the 
pth cyclotomic polynomial), then K = k(X, ..., X,-J. Also, 
nf:,’ sf(X,) = u-~c;” = c;’ as desired. 
(ii) Let Xi = xi 0 1 and Yi = 1 @ yi. If any of the ci’s (say c2) is in 
k*p, then one can assume (by (i)) that c2 = 1. Applying [6, Theorem 1.21 to 
k(Xi/s,(Xi), Y : 0 < i <p) yields the desired result. Otherwise, one can 
assume (again by (i)) that cr = c2. Replacing Yiby Yi/Xi reduces this case 
to the previous one. 
(iii) Set Xj = xj @ 1, X= (C;:i w’s;(x*)> 0 x, y, = (x 0 I)/(1 0 x), 
Y*=x@ 1. 
(iv) if c E kAP, then (by (i)) one assumes c = 1 and applies 
[6, Theorem l.l(iii)]. We thus assume that he splitting lield k over k of 
Tp - c= IJF:i (T- wir) has degree p. Let K= &x1,..., x,-r) and let 
e: r--, cc)r be a generator of Gal(k/k) = Gal(K/K). Let r, = wnr, 
f, = C$‘Zd <rj?= 1 (r,XJ), F,, =f,/f, , g,, = F,+ ,/F,, , and G, = g,/g, + . (Note 
that indices are significant onlyup to their values mod p.) Then 
K = qx, )...) xp- , )=k(fixi:Oin<p) 
i=l 
= WI Y..,f,>, because det(ti) # 0, 
= I;(F, ,..., I; ), because i f, = p, 
n=l 
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Also, s(JIR) = (~,~x,)-‘f, and e(f,) =fn+ 1. Therefore s(C,) = G, and 
e(G,> = G,, 1. Noting that GpeI ygp_, ny:: gis then simple determinate 
considerations showthat (K)” = k(G, ...) G,-i). Since ]Jp- iGi = I. then 
e:G,-tG,+~.. -G,_, + (nj’:: Gi)-l~ We now semi-linearize the action 
of e by considering the base of ($)” (over k) given by 
i: Gj)(CF:d (~~=, G,))-‘: 0 < i <p}. The ~~~io~a~~~y of M” 
now follows from 14, Proposition I.11 by observing that 
_** l-Cys;Hi. 
IV&e. The process used in proving Lem 
from the Gi’s to the H,‘s) may be expresse 
linearizable for prime n. We will show how t 
power of a prime, thus giving, inview of 14, Proposition I.1j, a simpler and 
all-p-unified proof of [4, Theorem 6.21. This proof has the further advantage 
(as Professor Endo kindly remarked) that it renders the assumption that k is 
infinite n both 14, Theorems 6.2 and 6.31 superfluous. 
DEFINITION. For any (field) automorphism  cm and any F(T) = 
FE0 niTi E Z[T], let F(s) and F*(s) be defined on K by 
F(s) c= c;ro nisi(c), F”(s) c= nFzo (S’(C))“‘. 
Let F(T) be a factor fsome T” - 1 and let M = k(xx, ?~.., xd)be a rational 
extension fk with transcendence degree d= degree(F). Let s be the k- 
automorphism defined onK by 
s(xJ = xi+ 1 for Cl < i < d and E*(s) xi = 1. ill 
If K has (over k) a base on which s acts (semi-) linearly, then we say that F
is (semi-) linearizable. 
THEOREM 3. iy F(T) = (Pp” - l)/(T - 1) jbr some p? r E N, then E is 
semi-linearizable. In particular, this is true if F = @,, and n is a power of a 
prime. 
ProoJ Let d =pr - r and let sbe the k-automorphism defined onK by 
(1) above. Let X,+,=sm((l +~j”:~~{ZOxir+I))*). Then it is easy to see 
that K = k(X, )...) XJ, that s(X,) =Xi+ 1 for 0 < i < d and that F(s)Xr = 1. 
(If char (k) does not divide p, then by replacing each Xi by Xi -p- ‘, one 
gets abase on which s acts linearly). 
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Note. It remains open whether Unn is semi-linearizable for a ln. The shift 
from x,y in the proof of Lemma 5(i) to A,, A, shows that Qp, is semi- 
linearizable. A generalization of that process to Q2,, (p an odd prime) has 
unfortunately (but we hope only so far) worked for p = 5, 7 only. An 
application of this linearizing problem lies in the fact (and here again Iam 
indebted toProfessor Endo for this remark) that semi-linearizability of 0, 
implies inview of [2] an affirmative answer (in case G is cyclic of order n) 
to the following special case of a problem of Zariski: IfK is a Galois 
extension fk with Gal(K/k) = G, then is it true that (K(M))’ is rational 
over k for all quasi-permutation LG-modules M?. We should note, however, 
that in view of [ 11, linearizing Qzpwill not contribute to the problem cited 
above. On the other hand, as nothing is yet known (as far as we are aware 
of) in the case when G is noncyclic (with the exception fKlein G [‘7]), then 
it is probably worth noting that an instance ofthe case G = S, is encoun- 
tered and settled inthe proof of Lemma 5(ii) (with M= LF, @ ZF,). We 
hope this instance an serve as a starting point in settling thecase G = S,. 
THEOREM 4. Let K = k(x, y) be an extension of -(the field) k with 
transcedence degree 2 and let sbe a monomial k-automorphism on K having 
a j?nite order. Then KS is rational (over k). 
ProoJ: Let M be the subgroup of K* generated byk”, x and y. Let S be 
the (group) automorphism induced by s on a= M/k*. Then the charac- 
teristic polynomial ofS must be one of the following: @:, @i, @, @,, Q6, 
Q3, or Q4. The first case is easy, the second follows from a note at the end 
of [5] and the last hree form the contents ofLemmas 5 and 6. To settle the 
remaining case, one considers the automorphisms s and S defined by: 
s(x)= cx, S(Y) = d/y, S(x) = Y, and S(y) = Cx, where c and C are roots of 
unity, say of orders n and N, respectively. If n is odd, then KS = k($‘, 
y + dy-‘). Ifn is even (a case that can happen only if char(k) z 2) let 
n = 2m, let k be the splitting field over k of T* - d = (T- r)(T +r), let 
K= &x, y) and e be the generator of Gal(c/k). Let Y = (y - r)/(y + r). It is 
easy to see that i? is generated over t? by A = x”Y, B = xmY-’ and that 
e: A + B + A. Therefore KS= k(A + B, r(A - B). It remains to see that KS is 
rational. If N = 1, then KS = k&y, x+ y). Otherwise, letting N = 2M (resp. 
N= 2M+ l), one easily sees that KS2 = k(xM y”, x/y) (resp. 
KS’ = k(XM+ 1 YM, CMXM YM+ I )) and that he action of S on KS2 is a previous 
case. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let s be any of the k-automorphisms on K = k(x, y) defined 
by 
(i), s: x + y --$ cy/x, 
(ii) s : x--f y * l/(cxy), 
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(iii) s:x+y+ l/(cx), where cEk*. 
If char(k) does not divide order(s), then K” is rational (over kj. 
roof: We prove ach case separately. 
(9 epiacing x by x/c, one may assume that c= 1. Let k (2 k) be the 
splitting Geld over k of T3 - 1 = n?=, (T - wi), let = E(x, y) and e be a 
generator f Gal(k/k). Let X0 = 1, XI =x and define X, recursively 
by xi+,= X,/s(X,). (Clearly, indices are significant o ly up to their -- 
vaiues mod 3j. Let F be a new indeterminate ndextend s to K(F) by 
s(F) =x,/F. Let Ui = (F- X,)/(F + Xi>, xi = z,;=, wii BIj2 
f=, (F+ <,). One easily checks that s(uij = -gi+, , ~(2~) = -w -i Ai 
and that s(D) =D(X,/F)3(nf=,Xi)-‘, It is also clear that 
mcf_, q ui+ 1) - 3) is of the form F(@- g), where f and g are in 
k[X,) X2]. Letting F = g/f and observing the action of s, one sees at once 
that s(Fj = X,/E. We now dispose of F and we let Ui, Ai7 and D be the 
specializations of i,Ai, and D (resp.) at F= F. ecause of this choice of F9 
it follows that Ai = A,A, + 9. Therefore, 
k(U,, U,, U2)=k(A0,A_I,A2)=k(Ao,A1). Letting 
one sees that (&?)$ = k(B,,BJ. The rationality of K” now follows from 
14, Proposition 1.11 by noting the (permut of e on the base 
(over k) of (I?)” given by 2). 
(ii) Let k be the splitting field (over k) of T’ - c = r 
and let I? = ,6(x, y). If w E k (resp. ifc E k*’ j, then Lem 
Lemma Z(i) and [6, Theorem l.l(ii)]) yields the result. Thus assume that 
Gal(k/k) = S, and let e, and e2 be the generators of Gal(k/k) defined by 
el(wf = w2 and e*(r) = wr. For 0 < i < 2, letfi = 1 + (wir) x + (w’?-)2xys and 
gi=fi/Jo. Let F, =g~~g, and F, =glgy2. I[t is clear that # = k( g, , ,gz j and 
that (K)’ = @Fl, F2). Also, e, : F, --f F, -+ F, and ei: 
let H. = 1 + aiF-’ + w2’F Let x= 
IV: cl(Z) = (i2 - Y)/(tr -X). Clearly9 k(F, F2) = 
k(X? Y) = k(Z, W). The rationality of KS now follows from 
, Proposition 1.1) by noting the linear ctions ofe, and el on Z and VV. 
(iii) Let k be the splitting field over k of the polynomiais 
T2-~=(T-~)(T+r)andT2+I=(T-i)(T+i)andlet~=k(x~y).~ct 
X= (1 - rx)/(l + rx), Y= (1 - ry)/(l + r,v>: 
v=x+ ir, W=X- iY> 
F, = VW-‘(TV2 - V’), 6, = wv-l(v2 - W2), 
F = (4 - F,)/(4 + F,), G = (4 - GJ(4 f G,). 
It is easy to see that (E)” = k(F> G) and that Gal(k/k) (in ali five 
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possibilities) act  linearly on F and G. Hence K” is rational over k 
[4, Proposition 1.11. I 
LEMMA 6. In Lemma 5 the assumption that char(k) does not divide 
order(s) isredundant. 
Prooj Again we prove ach case separately. 
(i) Again assume that c= 1 and let z= y/x. We will show (no matter 
what char(k) is) that here xist A, B in K such that KS3 = k(A, B) and such 
that s:A + B + l/(AB) (or equivalently, by Theorem 3 that 
s: A --f B + 1 - A - B). The rationality of s then follows from [ 6, Theorem 
I.l(ii)]. Note that his gives an alternative proof of part (i) of Lemma 5. The 
earlier p oof, however, does have the advantage of showing that Q6 is 
linearizable. 
If char(k)#2, let X= (1 -x)/(1 +x), Y=s(X), Z=s’(X), A =X/Y, 
B = s(A) = Y/Z. It is easy to see that X- Y + Z = XYZ and therefore 
(dividing by Z) AB - B + 1 = XY = A Y2. Hence [k(X, Y): k(A, B)] = 2 and 
therefore KS3 = k(A, B). Clearly, s:A + B --f l/(AB). 
If char(k) = 2, let X= l/(1 + x), Y = s(X), Z = s*(X), A =X - Y, 
B = s(A) = Y-Z. It is easy to see that XY + YZ + ZX = Y and therefore 
AB = Y2 + Y. Hence [k(X, Y): k(A, B)] = 2 and therefore KS’ = k(A, B). 
Clearly, s:A + B + 1 -A -B. 
(ii) Suppose that char(k) = 3. Let k be the splitting field (over k) of 
T3-c=((T--)3andletK=K(r)=k(x,y).Foranyu=u,+u,r+u2r2in 
K (with ui in K), we let p,(u) = ui (i= 0, 1, 2). Set D = 1 + rx + r2xy, 
X = l/D, Y = (s - 1) X = (rx - 1)/D. Then it is easy to see that K = k(X, Y) 
and that s(X) = X + Y and s(Y) = Y + 1. Let 
A=X+Y2-Y, B = ,Y3 - Y. 
Then it is clear that (K)” = /$A, B) = i(p,(A), p,(B): i = 0, 1,2). From the 
linear disjointness of K and I? (over k), one concludes that KS = k(p,(A), 
pi(B): i = 0, 1,2). Direct (somewhat lengthy) computations show that 
P,(A) =po(B) =P,@) +P,P) =P2@) --P,(B) =a 
Therefore, K” = k(p,(A), pz(A)), and hence rational. 
(iii) Suppose that char(k) = 2. Let k be the splitting field (over k) of 
T2-c=(T-r)2 and let I?=K(r)=@x,y). For any u=u,+u,r in K 
(with uO, ui in K), we let p,,(u) = u0 and pi(u) = u,. Set 
X= l/(1 + rx), Y = s(X) = l/(1 + ry), 
z=x+ Y, w= Y2 + Y, 
A=Z2+Z, B= W+Z(Z2+ 1). 
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bserving that pO(X) =X2 and pO(Y) = Y*, we see that pO(Z) = .Z2 and that 
p,(A) =qo(Z2) +po(Z) = z* +- z2 = 0. (:I: ) 
Similarly pa(w) = 0. Therefore, p,(B) = (Z” + l)p,(Z) = (Z’ + I) .Z* = A ‘, 
Since p,(A) = 0, then A2 = c(p,(A))*. Therefore, 
Prm = C~PlW>‘. (**) 
Tt is also easy to see that sacts as foliows: 
z+z+ 1, w-9 W+A+ kv, 
Therefore (M)“* = (k(X, Y))S’ = k(Z: v = k(Z, ) and hence (E)’ = k(A, B). 
Therefore, 
by (*) and (**). Hence, K” is rational. 
We finally mention some examples of nonrational monomial. 
automorphisms. Letk be the field of rational numbers. One concludes from 
[ 9 ] that he automorphism of[ 6, Theorem 1.1 (ii)] isnot rational for p = 47. 
This is a minimal example in the sense that in [6, hem-em ‘iSI(i one can 
simply replace 23by 47 [S, Corrigendum]. 
AlsQ, the k-automorphism s defined on k(.x 1 >~..? xsi bY 
s: x1 + x2+ ... +x8 +x1 is not rational [3]. This example can be used to 
construct a nonrational monomial k-automorphism on k(x, y, z) of order 4, 
namely, x+y+z+- l/xyz. To do this, let Xi = xi + s4(xi)s 
Yj = xi - s4(xi). Applying to k(X,, Yf : 1 < i < 4) the method used in proving 
(6, Theorem 1.21, one replaces ach Xi by an s-fixed lement. Thus the k- 
a~tomorphism  restricted o K = k(Y,,..., Yd) is not rational. Clearly. 
K”” = k(w = Y;, x = Y,/Y,: y = Y2/Y,, z= YJY,). enlacing w by the S- 
fixed element i = ~(1 + x2 +x2 y2 + x2y2z2))“, one concludes that he k- 
automorphism  restricted to k(x, y, z) is not rational. It is easy to see that 
the action of s is as claimed. 
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